Middle School Required and Recommended Supplies

General/All Courses

- Crayons (set of 16)
- Colored Pencils 12 or 24 pack
- Pens in more than one color
- 2-3 Notebooks
- Pencils and Handheld pencil sharpener or mechanical pencils
- Scissors (can be a pair from home)**
- Glue Stick or Glue bottle (1)
- Ruler or notecard

Math/ELA

- 6th/7th/8th grade math: IM Student Workbook (provided by school)
- 6th/7th/8th grade ELA: EL Workbooks (provided by school)

Optional Supplies:

- Watercolor set (1)**
- Markers (8)
- Modeling Clay
- Zipper Pouch to hold Supplies
- Scarf (1) (PE)
- Jump Rope (1) (PE)
- 5” bean bag or animal bean bag (1) (PE)
- Rubber coated ball (1) (PE)
- Resistance band (1) (PE)
- Headphones or earbuds to plug into computer (optional based on need to manage sound during online learning)
- Backpack (optional based on preference for returning to building for hybrid learning in person)
- 1-4 Dry erase markers
- Small dry erase board
- graph paper
- protractor (7th grade only)

**Scissors and watercolor sets could be borrowed from building and returned each quarter upon request